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ABSTRACT

Metaheuristic algorithms will gain more and more popularity in the future as optimization problems are increasing in size and complexity. In order to record experiences and allow project to be replicated, a standard process as a methodology for designing and implementing metaheuristic algorithms is necessary. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, no methodology has been proposed in literature for this purpose. This paper presents a Design and Implementation Methodology for Metaheuristic Algorithms, named DIMMA. The proposed methodology consists of three main phases and each phase has several steps in which activities that must be carried out are clearly defined in this paper. In addition, design and implementation of tabu search metaheuristic for travelling salesman problem is done as a case study to illustrate applicability of DIMMA.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Optimization problems, which occur in real world applications, are sometimes NP-hard. In the case of NP-hard problems, exact algorithms need, in the worst case, exponential time to find the optimum. Metaheuristics or modern heuristics deal with these problems by introducing systematic rules to escape from local optima. Metaheuristics are applicable to a wide range of optimization problems (Doreo et al., 2006; Morago, DePuy, & Whitehouse, 2006). Some popular population-based metaheuristic methods are genetic algorithm (Goldberg, 1989) and ant colony optimization (Dorigo & Stützle, 2004) in which collective intelligence play the important role (Wang, 2010). Tabu search (Glover & Laguna, 1997) and simulated annealing (Kirkpatrick, Gelatt, & Vecchi, 1983) are the two popular single-solution based metaheuristics that improve a single solution in an iterative algorithm.

With growing scale and complexity of optimization problems, metaheuristics will gain more and more popular. According to significant growth in using metaheuristics as optimization tools, there must be a standard methodology for design and implementing...
them. Such a methodology is used for recording experience and allows projects to be replicated. Moreover, this standard methodology can be a comfort factor for new adopters with little metaheuristic experience, and can show the guidelines to everyone who want to design and implement metaheuristics.

To the best of our knowledge, no methodology has been proposed in literature for design and implementation metaheuristic algorithms. There are many software frameworks in the literature for metaheuristics (Voss & Woodruff, 2002; Fink et al., 1999), in which framework means reusable programming codes and components for metaheuristics (Talbi, 2009). Hence, the meaning of frameworks in these references is different from our proposed methodology. Although there are several tutorials as lectures on how to design metaheuristics (Thierens, 2008), they are sometimes for special metaheuristic and do not consider this process as a whole.

The proposed methodology in this paper, a Design and Implementation Methodology for Metaheuristic Algorithms (DIMMA), shows guidelines to everyone who wants to design and implement a metaheuristic algorithm. Webster’s collegiate dictionary defines methodology as “a body of methods, rules, and postulate employed by a discipline” or “the analysis of the principles or procedures of inquiry in a particular field” (Merriam-Webster, 1997).

DIMMA includes several phases, steps, disciplines, and principles to design and implement a specific metaheuristic for a given optimization problem. In other words, DIMMA refers to the methodology that is used to standardize process of design and implementing a metaheuristic algorithm. In Sections 2-5 we explain the architecture of DIMMA and its phases and steps, In Section 6 we followed by a description of each step of DIMMA using design and implementation of Tabu Search (TS) metaheuristic for Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) as a case study.

2. ARCHITECTURE OF DIMMA

The architecture of DIMMA has been inspired from Rational Unified Process (RUP) which is a methodology for software engineering (Kroll & Krutchten, 2003). DIMMA has two dimensions including dynamic and discipline dimension (Figure 1). Dynamic dimension is the horizontal dimension, which includes phases of the methodology: initiation, blueprint, and construction. Discipline dimension is the vertical dimension that shows the disciplines, which logically group the steps, activities, and artifacts.

DIMMA has three sequential phases that each of them has several steps (Figure 2). In each step, we define several activities, which must be done to complete the steps. These phases are as follows: initiation, in which the problem in hand must be understood precisely, and the goal of designing metaheuristic must be clearly defined. The next phase is blueprint, the most important goals of this phase are selecting metaheuristic solution method, defining performance measures, and designing algorithm for our solution strategy. The last phase is construction in which implementing the designed algorithm, parameters tuning (parameter setting), analyzing its performance, and finally documentation of results must be done. In some steps, it is necessary to review previous steps to justify and improve decisions and algorithm.

For example, it is common for the algorithm to be modified after the performance evaluations. These backward movements are illustrated in Figure 2.

3. INITIATION PHASE

Step 1.1: State the Problem

Stating the problem is the step 1.1 in DIMMA that is helpful in narrowing the problem down and make it more manageable. To state the problem, one can write simple statement that includes one or more objectives, inputs, outputs,
and assumptions of problem. In this step, a mathematical model can be provided for clarity. However, in some cases, it is difficult to formulate the problem with an unambiguous analytical mathematical notation.

The structure of problem such as multi-objective approaches, dynamic aspects, continuous or discrete modeling which is defined here can have significant effects on the next steps including defining goals, selecting solution strategy, and defining performance measures.
Step 1.2: Define Goals

In the step 1.2 of DIMMA, the goals of developing the metaheuristic must be defined clearly. All the experiments, performance analysis measures, and statistical analysis will depend on these goals. In addition, goal definition can be helpful in selecting solution strategy.

Some goals of designing the metaheuristic are: (1) reducing search time in comparison with exact methods or another metaheuristics, (2) improving quality of solutions, (3) robustness in terms of the instances, (4) solving large-scale problems, (5) easiness of implementation, (6) easiness to combine with other algorithms to improve performance, (7) flexibility to solve other problems or optimization models, and (8) providing a tight approximation to the problem. Selecting instances and solution method, and defining performance measures must be done according to selected goals. For example, if you want to reduce the search time, you must select time measurements in step 2.2, and you must select instances which can be comparable to another research works.

Step 1.3 Select Instances

In the step 1.3 of DIMMA, we must select input instances carefully to perform the evaluation of the algorithm. The chosen instances must be representative of the problem that one is trying to solve. The selected structure of input instances may influence the performance of metaheuristics significantly. To obtain interesting result and to allow the generalization of the conclusions, the selected instances must be diverse in terms of size of the instances, their complexity, and their structure (Alba & Lugue, 2005; Talbi, 2009; Silberholz & Golden, 2010). Keep in mind that according to No Free Lunch (NFL) theorem (Wolpert & Macready, 1997), no optimization algorithm is better than any other on all possible optimization problems; it means that, if algorithm $A$ performs better than $B$ for a given problem, there is no proof that $A$ is always better than $B$ and there is always another problem where $B$ performs better than $A$. Therefore, the aim of designing an algorithm must be for a class of problems (Talbi, 2009).

Instances which are used for implementing and analyzing metaheuristics can be divided into real-life and constructed instances. Real-life instances are taken from real world applications. Pure real-life and random real-life instances are the two types of real life instances. Pure real-life instances are the practical instances of real world applications. If available, they are the good tools for evaluating the performance of a metaheuristic. Obtaining pure real-life instances is difficult, because those data aren’t public, and collecting such data may be time consuming or expensive (Talbi, 2009; Silberholz & Golden, 2010). Random real-life instances are an alternative of real-life instances which use random real instances. In this type of instances, the structure of the real-life problem is preserved, but details are randomly changed to produce new instances (Alba & Lugue, 2005; Fischetti, Gonzalez, & Toth, 1997).

Standard instances and pure random instances are the two types of constructed instances. Standard instances are the instances that are widely used in experimentations, and because of that, became standard in literature. OR-Library (Beasley, 1990), MIPLIB (Achterberg, Koch, & Martin, 2003), and TSPLIB (Reinelt, 1991) are three examples of public libraries of standard instances which are available on Internet. By means of the standard instances we can compare our designed metaheuristic with another methods in literature (Alba & Lugue, 2005; Talbi, 2009). Finally, when none of the above instances are available, the remaining alternative is pure random instance generation. Although this type of instances can generate a wide range of instances with different size and complexity, they are often too far from real-life problems to reflect their structure and important characteristics and as a result, performance evaluation using only this type of instances might be controversial (Alba & Lugue, 2005; Gendreau, Laporte, & Semet, 1998).

After selecting instances, the selected instances must be divided into two subsets; one for tuning the metaheuristic parameters and
the second for evaluating the algorithm performance with tuned parameters. Tuning instances should be representative of the whole class of instances that the algorithm will eventually encounter. Therefore, since tuning instances are representative of another, the performance of algorithm on these two subsets of instances must be similar to each other. Also the instances which are used for tuning parameters must not be applied in performance evaluation because this may lead to controversial results that the parameters are just suitable for these problems (Biratteri, 2009).

In addition, after selecting instances, classifying them might be useful. Classify instances means categorizing them into classes according to some important factors such as size and complexity. Performance analysis of constructed metaheuristic algorithm must be done on each class of this problem instances (Silberholz & Golden, 2010). This kind of approach can be found in Hartmann and Kolisch (2000) in which three factors such as network complexity, resource factor, and resource strength are used to classify instances for project scheduling problem. Sometimes it is useful to use fitness landscape analysis for classifying the instance. This work may help to know the difficulties and structure of instances (see Stadler & Schnabl, 1992; Stadler, 1995).

4 BLUEPRINT PHASE

Step 2.1: Select Solution Strategy

In step 2.1 of DIMMA, after reviewing existing solution methods for the problem, the necessity of using metaheuristics must be specified. Indeed, according to the existing solution methods, it must be distinguished if applying metaheuristic for the problem is necessary or not. If a metaheuristic approach is selected as a solution method, one can go to the next step; otherwise we must stop in this point.

According to the situation, we can select one of the solution strategies such as exact algorithm, heuristic algorithm, metaheuristic algorithm, hybrid method, parallel algorithm, and cooperative algorithm.

For selecting metaheuristic or exact methods as a solution strategy, we must keep in mind four main factors. First, one is the complexity of a problem. Complexity can be seen as an indication of hardness of the problem. The second important factor is the size of input instances. In the case of small instances, the problem may be solved by an exact approach, even if the problem is NP-hard. The structure of the instances is another important factor. Some of the problems with specific structure by medium or even large dimensions may be solved optimally by exact algorithms. The last factor is the required search time to solve a given problem which must take into account. If we have real-time constraint (depend on problem, can be some seconds to some months), even if the complexity of problem is polynomial, the using of metaheuristic can be justified. If for a given problem, there is an exact or other state of the art algorithm in literature, selecting metaheuristic, as a solution strategy is not rational (Talbi, 2009).

In addition to above factors, ease of use of certain metaheuristic over certain problem can play an important role. For example, ACO is very intuitive for TSP, but may be difficult to adapt to continuous problems. Also, in some cases, the direct use of a generic metaheuristic would not lead to good results and sometimes there is a need to adapt it for the problem with the use of specialized heuristics.

Hybrid algorithms are one of the approaches to use metaheuristics as optimization tools. A hybrid algorithm is a combination of complete (exact) or approximate algorithms (or both) used to solve the problem in hand (El-Abd & Kamel, 2005). These methods are used when we want the specific advantages of different approaches.

The central goal of parallel computing is to speed up computation by dividing the workload among several processors. From the view point of algorithm design, pure parallel computing strategies exploit the partial order of algorithms (i.e., the sets of operations that may be executed
concurrently in time without modifying the solution method and the final solution obtained) and thus correspond to the natural parallelism present in the algorithm (Crainic & Toulouse, 2003). Cooperative algorithms are a category of parallel algorithms, in which several search algorithms are run in parallel in order to solve the optimization problem in hand. The search algorithms (run in parallel) may be different, that is why a cooperative search technique may be also viewed as a hybrid algorithm (El-Abd & Kamel, 2005).

After selecting solution strategy, we must specify algorithm components for our problem. This specification can be helpful in the step of selecting data structure and designing the algorithm.

**Step 2.2: Define Performance Measures**

In this step, the performance measures are selected for the step of performance analysis. We must select the appropriate measures according to the selected goals of using metaheuristics. For exact solution methods, in which the global optimality is guaranteed, search time is the main indicator to evaluate the performances of the algorithms. But, in the case of metaheuristics which try to find near optimal solution in reasonable time, both solution quality and computational time are the two main indicators of performance (Alba & Lugue, 2005; Talbi, 2009). In metaheuristic search methods, the indicators to evaluate the effectiveness include quality of solutions, computational effort, and robustness (Barr et al., 1995).

Quality of solutions is based on measuring the distance to one of the following solutions (Figure 3): global optimal solution, lower (upper) bound solution, best known solution, and requirements or actual implemented solution. For constructed instances, the global optimal is known. In this case, the percentage of runs in which the result is equivalent to global optimal (success rate), can be the best indicator. However, usually this global optimal is not available, so the lower or upper bound can be used for minimization and maximization problems, respectively. Several relaxation methods such as Lagrangian relaxation can be used to find lower and upper bound solution. For some standard and popular problems, the best known solution is available in the literature which can be used as an indicator to evaluating the quality of solutions. For real world application, there might be predefined goal that can be as a quality measurement (Talbi, 2009).

Computational effort is the worst-case or average-case complexity and CPU time that can be used for theoretical and empirical analysis of algorithm efficiency. For theoretical analysis, one can use complexity theory to calculate the complexity of an algorithm. However, it is not always sufficient to analyze the computation effort theoretically. CPU time is a measurement to analyze the computational effort empirically. One of the disadvantages of CPU time is that it depends on computer characteristics and compiler in which the algorithm is compiled (Talbi, 2009; Silberholz & Golden, 2010). Therefore, many researchers use the number of objective function evaluations as a measurement of the computational effort, since it eliminates the effects of these characteristics (Talbi, 2009). However, number of evaluations of objective function is not also the best metric

![Figure 3. Performance assessment of the quality of the solutions in a minimization problem. (Adapted from Talbi, 2009)](image-url)
for computation time, because it may not be the part that takes the most of computation time.

As we mentioned, another metric for performance evaluation is robustness. If the results of algorithm have no or small changes by deviating in the input instances, the algorithm is robust (Montgomery, 2005). Once the experimental results are obtained, standard deviation of solution quality must be considered as a measurement of robustness.

Performance measures for multiobjective optimization (measures for convergence of metaheuristics towards the Pareto frontier) can be found in Collette and Siarry (2005). Moreover, performance measures for parallel optimization can be found in Crainic & Tolouse (1998). In addition, performance metrics for comparison of metaheuristics, such as run time and quality of solution, is well discussed in Silberholz and Golden (2010). It must be stated here that statistical analysis which must be done to evaluate performance of algorithm is discussed in section 3.3.

**Step 2.3: Select Data Structure**

Before designing the algorithm, it is necessary to select a proper data structure in step 2.3 of DIMMA. Data structure is a scheme for organizing information in memory, for better algorithm efficiency (MacAllister, 2009; Puntambekar, 2009). Array, files, lists, trees, and tables are the important types of data structures. For instance, for TSP, as we will mention in section 6.2, for representing a solution, one can use an array with the length of number of cities.

Selecting the right data structure can make an enormous difference in the complexity of the resulting implementation. Pick the right data representation can make the programming easier. If we select wrong data structure for an algorithm, implementing it might be too time consuming (Cormen et al., 2002; Skiena & Revilla, 2003).

**Step 2.4 Design Algorithm**

In the step 2.4 of DIMMA, overall structure of algorithm must be specified. There are various ways for specifying an algorithm (Puntambekar, 2009). Using natural language is the simplest way for specifying an algorithm. In this case, we specify the algorithm simply with natural language. Although such a specification is very simple, it is not usually clear enough to implement. Pseudocode is another way of specifying an algorithm that is a combination of natural and programming language. Using pseudocode, one can specify algorithm more precisely than a natural language. Instead of two previous ways for specifying an algorithm, one can use flowchart. Flowchart is a graphical specification of an algorithm. After specifying the overall structure of algorithm, the correctness of it must be checked. This work can be done by using one small instance of valid input.

In addition to the above tools of description of an algorithm, the dynamic behaviours of metaheuristics can be described by means of some concepts from RUP, such as system sequence diagram (SSD) in the UML (Unified Modeling Language) (SiA & Halpin, 2001). A sequence diagram in UML is a kind of interaction diagram that shows how processes operate with one another and in what order. It is a construct of a Message Sequence Chart.

The algorithm must also be analyzed according to four factors including complexity, space efficiency, simplicity and generality. The number of steps of pseudocode needed to specify the algorithm can be the metrics for complexity. However, these metrics depend on programming language and style of pseudocode (Silberholz & Golden, 2010). Space efficiency is space or memory usage of an algorithm. Simplicity is an important factor, because the simpler the algorithm is, the easier it can be programmed and debugged. Finally, generality is applicability of an algorithm to a wide range of inputs (Puntambekar, 2009).

**5. CONSTRUCTION PHASE**

**Step 3.1 Implement Algorithm**

The implementation of an algorithm is done by suitable programming language in step 3.1 of
DIMMA. For example, if an algorithm consists of objects and related methods then it will be better to implement such algorithm using one of the object oriented programming language such as C++, C# or Java.

In this step, in order to speed out programming and reducing development costs, one can use many free software frameworks. Software frameworks are reusable programming codes and components for metaheuristics. One can use frameworks to implement a metaheuristic without in-depth knowledge of programming. Some of the software frameworks which have been proposed for single-objective problems are EasyLocal++ (Gaspero & Schaerf, 2001), Localizer++ (Michel & Van 2001), GAlib (Wall, 1996), MAFRA (Krasnogor & Smith, 2000), Hotframe (Fink, Voss, & Woodruff, 1999), iOpt (Voudouris et al., 2001), DREAM (Arenas et al. 2002), MALLBA (Alba et al., 2002), ECJ (Wilson, 2004), and CLib (Cloete, Engelbrecht, & Pampar, 2008). EasyLocal++ and Localizer++ have been designed for local search algorithms, while GAlib is the framework for genetic algorithm. MAFRA is a framework for genetic local search algorithm (memetic algorithm). Hotframe is for evolutionary algorithms and metaheuristics which use single solution instead of population of solutions. Some of these frameworks including MALLBA, and ECJ are just for evolutionary algorithms. iOpt is a framework for genetic algorithm that can handle hybrid approaches. CLib is a framework for swarm intelligence and evolutionary computing algorithms. Many frameworks, and reusable codes for Particle Swarm Intelligence (PSO) can be found in Particle Swarm Central\(^1\). There are also frameworks for several metaheuristics in MetaYourHeuristic (Yin, 2010) that can be used for new adopters in the field of metaheuristics.

In the case of multi-objective optimization some of software frameworks including PISA (Bleuler et al., 2003) and ParadiseEO\(^2\) have been developed. However, ParadiseEO can also handle single-objective problems. There are also several genetic algorithm source codes for single and multi-objective problems in Kanpur Genetic Algorithms Laboratory website\(^3\).

**Step 3.2: Tune Parameters**

Parameters are the configurable components of a metaheuristic algorithm. Metaheuristics are sensitive to the value of their parameters. Therefore, in step 3.2 of DIMMA, parameter tuning, also known as parameter setting, should be done. To do this, several number of numerical and/or categorical parameters, has to be tuned, and to do this scientific method and statistical analysis could and should be employed (Birattari, 2009; Talbi, 2009; Barr et al., 1995).

In the most of research papers in the field of metaheuristics, parameters are tuned by hand in a trial-and-error procedure. This approach has several disadvantages such as: time-consuming, labor-intensive, and it need practitioner with special skills (Birattari, 2009).

The proper values for the parameters depend on three main factors: the problem at hand, the instance of the problem, and the required search time. There are two different strategies for parameter tuning including off-line and on-line strategies.

In off-line tuning strategy, the parameters are set before the execution of metaheuristics and don’t update during the execution. In this strategy one-by-one parameter tuning doesn’t guarantee the optimality of parameters values, because there is no interaction between parameters. To overcome this problem, Design of Experiments (DoE) can be used (Fisher, 1935; Montgomery, 2005; Frigon, 1997; Antony, 2003; Box, 2005). In DoE approaches, there are some factors (parameters) that each of them has different levels (potential values of parameters). With a full factorial design, the best level of each factor can be obtained, but this work takes high computational time. However, there are several DoE approaches which reduce the number of experiments (Montgomery, 2005). DOE refers to the process of planning the experiment so that appropriate data that can be analyzed by statistical methods will be collected, resulting in valid and objective conclusions (Birattari, 2009).

The three basic principles of DoE are replication, randomization, and blocking. Replication means a repetition of the basic experiment.
Replication has two important properties. First, it allows the experimenter to obtain an estimate of the experimental error. Second, if the sample mean is used to estimate the effect of a factor in the experiment, replication permits the experimenter to obtain a more precise estimate of this effect. Randomization means that both the allocation of the experimental material and the order in which the individual runs or trials of the experiment are determined randomly. Randomization usually makes this assumption valid. Blocking is a design technique used to improve the precision with which comparisons among the factors of interest are made. Often blocking is used to reduce or eliminate the variability transmitted from nuisance factors; that is, factors that may influence the experimental response but in which we are not directly interested (Montgomery, 2005). The important parameters in DoE approach are response variable, factor, level, treatment and effect. The response variable is the measured variable of interest. In the analysis of metaheuristics, the typically measures are the solution quality and computation time (Adenso-Díaz & Laguna, 2006). A factor is an independent variable manipulated in an experiment because it is thought to affect one or more of the response variables. The various values at which the factor is set are known as its levels. In metaheuristic performance analysis, the factors include both the metaheuristic tuning parameters and the most important problem characteristics (Birattari, 2009). A treatment is a specific combination of factor levels. The particular treatments will depend on the particular experiment design and on the ranges over which factors are varied. An effect is a change in the response variable due to a change in one or more factors (Ridge, 2007). Design of experiments is a tool that can be used to determine important parameters and interactions between them. Four-stages of DoE consist of screening and diagnosis of important factors, modeling, optimization and assessment. This methodology is called sequential experimentation, which is used to set the parameters in the DoE approach and has been used in this paper for the proposed algorithm in the case study section (Montgomery, 2005).

Another approach in off-line parameter tuning, is to formulate tuning of parameters of a metaheuristic as an optimization problem (Talbi, 2009). This problem can be seen as an independent problem that by optimizing it, the best values of parameters are obtained. In the case of off-line parameter tuning, Coy et al. (2000) proposed a procedure, based on statistical design of experiments and gradient descent that finds effective settings for parameters found in heuristics. Adenso-Diaz and Laguna (2006) proposed a procedure for parameter tuning by means of fractional design of experiments and local search. Hutter et al. (2009) proposed An Automatic Algorithm Configuration Framework (ParamILS) as a procedure for automatic parameter tuning. Another approach for off-line tuning parameters is machine learning that can be found in Birattari (2009).

At different time of the search, different values for parameters are optimal. Because of this, an important drawback of off-line strategies is that the value or parameters are fixed and can’t change during the search. Therefore, online approaches that update parameters dynamically (a random or deterministic update of the parameter values without take into account the search process) or adaptively (changes the values according to the search progress using the memory of the search) during the search must be designed. In adaptive approaches, the parameters are encoded into the representation of solutions and as a result by changing solution the value of the parameters are also changed.

Recent works on tuning parameters for metaheuristic algorithms can be found in Birattari et al. (2002), Bartz-Beielstein (2006), Fukunaga (2008), and Hutter, Hoos, and Stützle (2007).

**Step 3.3: Analyze the Performance of Algorithm**

In step 3.3 of DIMMA, we must obtain the experimental results for different indicators to analyze performance of metaheuristic algo-
rithms with statistical tests, such as *t*-test, and ANOVA models for a comparison of more than two algorithms (Cohen, 1995). To use these tests, we must obtain some aggregation number that summarizes the average and deviation tendencies. These statistical tests are used to determine whether obtained conclusion is due to a sampling error or not. The selection of a given statistical hypothesis-testing tool is performed according to the characteristics of the data (Montgomery, 2005). Generally, it is not sufficient to analyze an algorithm based only on theoretical approach, so that empirical performance analysis is a necessary task to perform and must be done on a fair basis (Bartz-Beielstein, 2006; Rardin & Uzsoy, 2001; Dean & Voss, 1999). Many trials (at least 10, more than 100 if possible) must be carried out to derive significant statistical results. From this set of trials, many measures may be computed (Talbi, 2009) such as mean, median, minimum, maximum, standard deviation, the success rate that the reference solution (e.g., global optimum, best known, given goal) has been attained, and so on.

**Step 3.4: Document the Results**

In this step of DIMMA, the documentation must be done. The interpretation of the results must be explicit and driven using the defined goals and considered performance measures. Generally, graphical tools are more understandable than presenting the large amount of data results using tables. Some popular graphical tools include interaction plots, scatter plots, and box plots (Talbi, 2009).

Interaction plots represent the interaction between different factors and their effect on the obtained response (performance measure). Scatter plot is a tool to illustrate the compromise between various performance indicators. For instance, the plots display quality of solutions versus time, or time versus robustness, or robustness versus quality. Box plot illustrate the distribution of the results through their five-number summaries: the smallest value, lower quartile (Q1), median (Q2), upper quartile (Q3), and largest value. Box plot is useful in detecting outliers and indicating the dispersion of the output data without any assumptions on the statistical distribution of the data. In addition, scatter plot is useful to illustrate compromise between different performance indicators (Tufte, 2001).

**6. A CASE STUDY**

In this section, we design and implement tabu search metaheuristic for travelling salesman problem as a case study to illustrate applicability DIMMA. The reason of choosing TS and TSP is that they are well known in the literature.

**Initiation Phase**

In Step 1.1, we state the TSP problem. Given a list of *m* cities and their pairwise distances (or costs), the problem is to find a minimum tour that visits each city exactly once. In the other word, we want to find a minimum Hamiltonian tour between a set of cities. According to the direction of arcs between cities, the TSP problem is divided into two categories: *symmetric* and *asymmetric*. In symmetric TSP, the arcs are undirected; while in the asymmetric TSP, the arcs are directed and the costs are depend on the directions. In this section, the symmetric TSP is chosen as a case study.

For clarity, here a mathematical formulation is presented for the symmetric TSP. Let $x_j \in \{0,1\}$ be the decision variable where $j$ runs through all arcs $A$ of the undirected graph and $c_j$ is the cost of traveling that arc. To find a tour in this graph, one must select a subset of arcs such that every city is contained in exactly two of the arcs selected. The problem can therefore be formulated as:

$$\min \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=1}^{m} \sum_{k \in \mathcal{J}(j)} c_j x_k$$

Subject to:

$$\sum_{k \in \mathcal{J}(j)} x_k = 2 \quad \forall j = 1, \ldots, m$$
where \( J(j) \) is the set of all undirected arcs connected to city \( j \) and \( A(K) \) is the subset of all undirected arcs connecting the cities in any proper, nonempty subset \( K \) of all cities. The objective function (1) is to minimize the tour length. Constraint (2) ensures that every city is contained in exactly two of the selected arc. Indeed, this constraint ensures that the selected arcs construct a tour. Constraint (3) is a sub-tour elimination constraint that prevents construction of sub-tours.

In the next step, the goal of solving TSP should be defined. Finding a minimum tour in acceptable time is the goal of this case study.

In step 1.3, the TSP instances are selected. We choose instances from TSPLIB (Reinelt, 1991) that is one of the popular sources for TSP instances (Table 1). Selected instances must have enough diversity in terms of size. Therefore, we select 12 instances from TSPLIB with different sizes.

**Blueprint Phase**

In the first step of blueprint phase, solution strategy should be selected. Because the TSP is an NP-hard problem (Garey & Johnson, 1979), so that we use approximate a metaheuristic algorithm to solve it. In this example, to illustrate DIMMA, we use tabu search (Glover & Laguna, 1997; Gendreau, 2003) as a solution method for TSP. It should be noted that, according to the structure of TSP, some other metaheuristic could be used to solve it.

The main components of TS are representation of solution, neighborhood structure (move), tabu list, tabu tenure, aspiration criteria, termination condition, intensification, and diversification strategies.

In step 2.2 the performance measures for solving TSP with TS is defined. The defined goal is to find a good solution in a reasonable time. Therefore, as a case study, performance measures which are used for this example are solution quality and CPU time. The global optima are known for the selected instances (Table 1). Therefore, for solution quality measure we use error rate from global optima.

In step 2.3, data structure is selected. To solve TSP with tabu search, one can use an integer array for representation of individuals, which shows the permutation of the cities (Figure 4). To store this array and its length, currentTour[] and currentTourLength are considered in data structure, respectively.

To construct initial solution we use nearest neighborhood heuristic method (Dorigo & Stützle, 2004). Therefore, we need an array and a variable to store them. Integer array nearestNeighborArray[] and integer variable nearestNeighborTourLength are used for this purpose.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Problem name</th>
<th>Number of cities</th>
<th>Global optima</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>Problem name</th>
<th>Number of cities</th>
<th>Global optima</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ulysses16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6859</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>gr202</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>40160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ulysses22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>7013</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>a280</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>2579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>eil51</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>pcb442</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>50778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>berlin52</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>7542</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>gr666</td>
<td>666</td>
<td>294358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>kroA100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>21282</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>pr1002</td>
<td>1002</td>
<td>259045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>rd100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>7910</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>u1060</td>
<td>1060</td>
<td>224094</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For calculating tour length, we need distances between cities, so that, two dimensional integer array \( \text{distancesMatrix} \) is used to store distances.

A neighborhood solution can be obtained by swapping two positions of cities in representation array (Figure 4). Therefore, neighborhood of a solution is all of the solutions that can be obtained by one swap.

The characteristics that must be saved in tabu list are the pair of cities that recently swapped. In this problem, the tabu list is a two dimensional array, \( \text{tabuList} \). In this array, the tabu tenure of swapping two cities \( i \) and \( j \) are stored in \( i \)th row and \( j \)th column (Figure 5a). For example, the value in 6th raw and 9th column in Figure 5a shows the tabu tenure for swapping 6th and 9th cities. It means cities 6 and 9 cannot swap for 2 next iterations.

In this example, aspiration criteria is that if the result of a tabu move is better than that of the current best-known solution, then this move is allowed. For diversification we use frequency based memory (Glover, 1997), in this memory the information of swapping frequencies are stored (Figure 5b). For example, the value in 6th raw and 9th column in Figure 5b shows the frequency of swapping cities 6 and 9 in 70 iteration. According to these frequencies, one can assign penalty to swap pair cities. The more frequency is the more penalties are assigned. Therefore, the search can do swaps that are rarely done. Finally, for termination condition a number of iteration is chosen. To do this, integer variable \( \text{notImproveBestSoFar} \) is used in data structure. In step 2.4 of DIMMA TS algorithm is designed. We use pseudocode to specify TS (Figure 6).

**Figure 4. Neighborhood structure for TS to solve TSP**

**Figure 5. (a) Tabu list for TS to solve TSP, (b) frequency based memory for diversification**

---
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**Construction Phase**

In step 3.1 of DIMMA, TS algorithm is implemented. For implementing the algorithm, we select Java as a programming language. For coding algorithm we used NetBeans integrated development environment. We construct 2 classes (TSPByTS and Execution) and 20 methods for our algorithm.

In step 3.2, parameters of the TS algorithm are tuned. In this example, we use a DoE approach and Design-Expert statistical software (Vaughn et al., 2000) to obtain optimal values for parameters.

To tune parameters for the TS algorithm we classified instances into two classes, according to the number of cities. The instances that have less than or equal to 100 cities are categorized in class 1, and the other instances are classified into class 2. For the first class, instances kroA100 and eil51 and for the second class a280 and pr1002 are chosen as representatives for parameter tuning. In the TS algorithm, solution quality and CPU time are considered as the response variables. Factors, their levels, and the final obtained values for classes 1 and 2 instances are summarized in Table 2 and Table 3. Each block is considered with 16 treatments and main effects.

![Figure 6. The TS pseudocode for TSP](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Lowest value</th>
<th>Highest value</th>
<th>Final Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tabu tenure</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Termination Condition*</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>40000</td>
<td>30000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversification condition*</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The number of iteration that the best so far solution is not improved

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Initial value</th>
<th>Range of change</th>
<th>Final Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tabu tenure</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Termination Condition*</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversification condition*</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The number of iteration that the best so far solution is not improved

---

Table 2. Factors, their levels, and the final obtained values for instances of class 1

Table 3. Initial, ranges, and final values for instances of class 2

---
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Table 4. Result of instance of class 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test problem</th>
<th>Global optimal</th>
<th>Average tour length</th>
<th>Average relative gap</th>
<th>Average CPU time (ms)</th>
<th>Best solution</th>
<th>Relative gap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ulysses16</td>
<td>6859</td>
<td>6859.00</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>191.5</td>
<td>6859.0</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ulysses22</td>
<td>7013</td>
<td>7013.00</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>449.6</td>
<td>7013.0</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>berlin52</td>
<td>7542</td>
<td>7744.05</td>
<td>0.0267</td>
<td>5039.2</td>
<td>7544.3</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kroA100</td>
<td>21282</td>
<td>22170.47</td>
<td>0.0417</td>
<td>40847.1</td>
<td>22104.1</td>
<td>0.0492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rd100</td>
<td>7910</td>
<td>8232.51</td>
<td>0.0408</td>
<td>9111.1</td>
<td>8217.6</td>
<td>0.0389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0218</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0177</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Result of instance of class 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test problem</th>
<th>Global optimal</th>
<th>Average tour length</th>
<th>Average relative gap</th>
<th>Average CPU time (ms)</th>
<th>Best solution</th>
<th>Relative gap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gr202</td>
<td>40160</td>
<td>43304.29</td>
<td>0.0783</td>
<td>9419.4</td>
<td>41787.7</td>
<td>0.0405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pcb442</td>
<td>50778</td>
<td>58197.84</td>
<td>0.1461</td>
<td>60771.5</td>
<td>57386.2</td>
<td>0.1301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gr666</td>
<td>294358</td>
<td>338786.10</td>
<td>0.1509</td>
<td>99886.7</td>
<td>336833.6</td>
<td>0.1443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u1060</td>
<td>224094</td>
<td>256958.92</td>
<td>0.1467</td>
<td>159526.2</td>
<td>252441.6</td>
<td>0.1265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1305</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1104</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8. Global optimum and obtained solutions in each instances of class 2
In step 3.3, the performance of TS algorithm is analyzed. We run the algorithm ten times with tuned parameters. The results are summarized in Table 4 and Table 5. The relative gap is calculated as follows:

$$\text{relative gap} = \frac{\text{obtained solution} - \text{global optimum}}{\text{global optimum}}$$

The step 3.4 of DIMMA is documentation that can be done by means of graphical tools. Figure 7 shows a sample to illustrate the performance of TS for TSP during the time for problem eil51. Figure 8 also compares the obtained solutions with global optimal in each instance. The figure illustrates that the algorithm can reach to near optimal.

**CONCLUSION**

According to significant growth in using metaheuristics as optimization tools, there must be a standard methodology for implementing them. Such a methodology is used for recording experience and allows projects to be replicated. Moreover, this standard process can be a comfort factor for new adopters with little metaheuristic background.

We have proposed the **DIMMA** as a methodology to design and implement metaheuristic algorithms. The proposed methodology includes series of phases, activities, disciplines, and principles to design and implement a specific metaheuristic for a given optimization problem. In the other word, the DIMMA refers to the methodology that is used to standardize process of design and implementing a metaheuristic.

We hope the proposed methodological approach to design and implementation of metaheuristics will draw more researchers to standardization of developing metaheuristics.
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